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At Oldfield Park Junior School we have adopted the mastery approach to teaching and learning for
Maths. We are utilising the materials from White Rose to support planning and as such have
adopted aspects of their calculation policy. There is an emphasis in this policy in the transition
through Concrete, Pictorial and Abstract representations being used.
Children are taught to use HTO (Hundreds,Tens,Ones) etc. as column labels and when introduced to
Place Value.
Formal methods of Calculation:
The following calculation methods for addition, subtraction, multiplication and division are taken
from the suggested methods in the National Curriculum which became statutory in 2014. The
suggested methods will be adopted by OPJS.
Expectations:
The year group expectations for using the formal written methods is as follows.
Year
Addition and
Multiplication
Division
Subtraction
EYFS

1

2

Add and subtract 2 single
digit numbers using
quantities or objects (No
expectation to record)
Adding two single digit
numbers and adding 2 digit
numbers to single digit
including zero and adding
10s
Use of column methods
involving 2 digit numbers

To solve practical problems including doubling, halving and sharing (No
expectation to record)

Grouping objects in 2s, 5s and 10s, using arrays and repeated addition, starting
to record using appropriate symbols

Grouping objects in 2s, 5s and 10s, using arrays and repeated addition,
recording using appropriate symbols

and exchanging regrouping,
increasing in fluency.

3

4

5

6

Use of column methods
involving 3 digit numbers
and exchange, increasing in
fluency.
Use of column methods
involving 4 digit numbers
and exchange, increasing in
fluency and accuracy.
Use of column methods
involving numbers with
more than 4 digit numbers
and exchange with accuracy.
Same as Y5

Thorough use of number sentences to state facts of commutativity
(2x4x5=5x2x4=10x4=40) and deriving from known facts (6÷2=3, so 2x3=6, so
20x3=60, so 60÷3=2)
Progression towards short multiplication and division by end of year.
Use distributive law to multiply
Practise to become fluent in short
two digits by one digit
division with exact answers when
(39x7=[30x7]+[9x7])
dividing by a 1 digit number.
Practise using short multiplication
for 2 and 3 digit numbers by 1 digit.
Multiply numbers up to 4 digits by
Divide numbers up to 4 digits by a 1
1 or 2 digits using short and long
digit number using short division and
multiplication as appropriate.
interpret remainders.
Multiply any 4 digit number by a 2
digit whole number using long
multiplication (this can include
decimals).

Divide numbers up to 4 digits by a 2
digit number using long division (or
adapted short division). Interpret
remainders as decimals and fractions
appropriately.

Early

Development
Column Addition

Final method

Early

Development
Column Subtraction

Final method

Early

Development
Short Multiplication

Long Multiplication

Final method

Early

Development

Final method

Short Division

Long Division
The suggested methods
include two versions of
‘chunking’; the first
method requires an
incredible amount of
retention for an 11 year
old. The second is more
usual for upper KS2
division. The final
method is ‘traditional’
long division, but
children struggle to understand why 0’s are ‘dropped’.
An alternate is ‘adapted’ short
division, where the same method is
used regardless of how many digits
the divisor is. This works for any
number, although larger divisors are
always trickier regardless of method
used. Stick to divisors the children
can count up in, encouraging number
strings to be jotted down.

Maths Vocabulary Progression - According to the National Curriculum
Addition and subtraction
EYFS
number
bonds,
number
line, add,
more, plus,
make,
altogether,
double,
half, equals,
is the same
as, how
many more,
part, whole,
subtract,
takeaway

1
Number
bonds,
number line
Add, more,
plus, make,
sum, total,
altogether
Inverse
Double,
near double
Half, halve
Equals, is
the same as
(including
equals sign)
Difference
between
How many
more to
make..?,
how many
more
is…than..?,
how much
more is..?
Subtract,
take away,
minus
How many
fewer
is…than..?,
how much
less is..?

2
Children
introduced to
column
addition and
subtraction
as per White
Rose Scheme
of Work

3
Column
addition
and
subtraction

4

5
Efficient
written
method

6
Order of
operation,
BODMAS

Multiplication and division
EYFS
Double,
halve,
share,
share
equally,
group,
equal
groups

1
Odd, even
Count in twos,
threes, fives
Count in tens
(forwards
from/backwards
from)
How many
times?
Lots of, groups
of
Once, twice,
three times, five
times
Multiple of,
times, multiply,
multiply by
Repeated
addition Array,
row, column
Double, halve
Share, share
equally
Group in pairs,
threes, etc.
Equal groups of
Divide, divided
by, left, left over

2
As Year 1

3
Product
Multiples
of four,
eight, fifty
and one
hundred
Scale up

4
5
Multiplication Factor pairs
facts (up to
12x12)
Composite
numbers,
Division facts prime
number,
Inverse
prime
factors,
Derive
square
number,
cubed
number
Formal
written
method

6
Order of
operations
Common
factors,
common
multiples

